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Love From The Jump-
Loving from the jump is about being ready to love before the
youth even gets there. Extending love and acceptance free of
judgment. Providing a fresh start. This helps the youth feel
comfortable opening up.

Atmosphere-
Atmosphere is about creating a safe & comfortable environment
for the youth. Giving them their own space and giving them time
to settle/adjust helps them to connect more.

Ask To Learn-
Asking to learn is about asking with the right intentions in the
right way. None of us like to feel interviewed or interrogated-
youth don't either. It's important to ask as few questions as
possible- especially in the beginning. As the youth feels more
comfortable, walls come down.  

Trust Tower-
Trust is something that for a lot of people- is built. That is
especially true for a lot of youth that come into the system. The
best way to get through the wall that youth have is not to scale it,
but to chip away at it little by little. 



Explore-
One of the best ways to get to know a youth, is to help the youth
get to know themselves. It's very easy to forget a lot of these
youth are still developing. Once trust is built, You can be very
instrumental in helping them explore for themselves. 

Gently Guide-
Even after exploring alongside you, there's sometimes doubt. A
lot of times youth don't recognize the qualities, dreams, etc
within. The next step is encouragement and affirmation. It's not
that they don't know what they should do, it's that they question
whether they're qualified to be who they are. 

The hardest task in getting to know the youth, is the time it takes
for them to open up. With transition, losing friends, family, and
hardship after hardship; every youth is on their own journey to
finding love and finding themselves. The good news is that if you
remain through what can be a testing ground- the reward on the
the other end is peace for you and stability for the youth.
Stability has to be found before a youth can be themself and
before you can get to know them. 

Patience Prevails-



How Do You Get
There?

-Start Small- 
Every moment, conversation, time spent is a chance to build
trust with the youth in your home. Take advantage of this and
help them find stability. 

-Be Resilient-
For a lot of youth that have experienced trauma; Bucking the
system is a quick means to an end in terms of being alone.
Staying strong during this time will show the youth that you are
committed to them and that you are an ally. 

-Forgive-
Most parents come to the table prepared to forgive the youth for
things, very few come ready to forgive themselves. Mistakes will
happen. Try not to be hard on yourself and give yourself many
chances to implement the steps.  

-Count The Dubs-
This is going to be a journey. For the youth and for you. It can feel
very defeating to see time pass and little relationship forming. Small
wins are actually huge during this time. Listening, speaking their
love language, and just being there for them when they let you in
are all HUGE. Count the times you all bond- trust the process



Steps In Action
Youth comes in for first time-

"Hey Ellie! It's so nice to meet you! Listen, I'm gonna show you your
room and let you get settled. Feel free to decorate it or rearrange it
how you like. That basket on the bed is for you. It's a bunch of stuff I
thought you might like"

To-Do's:

-Talk to worker in advance to find out info about youth 
-Prepare a basket of goodies
-Allow the youth to get settled as soon as they arrive

Youth asks if they have to do anything else for the day -
(Parent) Oh! Not at all. I know that change can be tough. Why don't

relax and get used to your room and stuff. Later I'll make your
favorite meal for dinner.  (Youth) That's awesome! (Parent) Which

is? (Youth) Oh! Spaghetti! 

To-Do's:

- Allow youth to get comfortable in their own space
-Allow youth to pick out dinner for the night 
-Engage in light conversation/letting the youth initiate



Youth asks if they can use the phone to call their mom -
Absolutely! Here's the cordless. After phone call. (Youth) My mom

told me she'll try to make it up to see me next week. (Parent) How'd

that make you feel?  (Youth) Like I wasn't important. (Parent) I can

only imagine what that's like. I'm here to help as much as I can. Let's
give the worker a call tomorrow and see if we can't go down there to
make it easier on your mom. (Youth) Thank you! That would help a

ton!

To-Do's:
- Ask a question to the youth in a sincere way when they are open to it
-Express sympathy/Empathy when it seems appropriate 
-Attempt to aid in the situation if it makes sense and is appropriate  

Advocating For The Youth Not Having Any Luggage At
Meeting W/Worker -

(Parent) Ellie really needs a suitcase. She came here with her stuff in

trash bags and that's just ridiculous. (Worker) We have a program

for getting youth in care suitcases, but they are actually out of
supplies at the moment. (Parent) Well if it's ok with you all, I'd like to

go ahead and purchase Ellie a suitcase. 

To-Do's:
--Find a time to advocate for the youth in front of them; This shows the
youth you're in their corner & builds trust



Helping The Youth Get Involved In a Extracurricular  -

(Youth) I'm bored. (Parent) Well I know you're still trying to adjust to

the new school and everything, but why don't you look into doing
something with some friends after school. (Youth) What do you

mean? (Parent) Well, didn't you mention that you were on the dance

team at your last school? (Youth) yeah, why? (Parent) Well we don't

have a dance team, but what if you tried out for the cheerleading
squad? (Youth) That's a great idea!

To-Do's:
-Engage and listen to the youth when they talk about different
interests and things they like. 
-Suggest ideas and help them to try new things that align with their
interests 

The Youth Comes Home One Day Frustrated With Cheerleading-
(Youth) I don't think I wanna cheerlead anymore. (Parent) Why?

What happened? (Youth) It's just not the same as dance team. It's a

lot of work. (Parent) Well, This may sound crazy, but I think you

should finish the year out. (Youth) Why? (Parent) Even though we

always like to figure things out quickly- some things take time. Even
though you're having a tough time right now; sticking with it can
help you in the future. Then if you don't want to do it next year- you
don't have to, but you got that experience.  (Youth) You're right.

Maybe I should give it a little longer. 
To-Do's:
-When a youth is struggling with something they decided on; Try and
gently guide them with encouragement and followthrough. 



The Youth Becomes Angry And Starts Venting -
(Youth) I'm tired of foster care! I hate it here! (Parent) Why? What's

going on? (Youth) I miss my friends, my mom, my neighborhood;

and I hate this house and the stupid rules here! (Parent) Well, I know

this is tough for you, but this is your home. (Youth) Well I hate it!

(Parent) That's fair if that's how you feel. (Youth) What!? (Parent)
Yeah, you're entitled to how you feel. I love having you here and I
can only imagine what all this transition has been like for you, so it's
fair for you to feel how you feel. (Youth) *Gives hug to parent*. 

To-Do's:
-Remain standing as a support system for the youth after a time where
they are venting or angry with you. 
-Give them as much space as needed
-Assure them that you're still in their corner even in the heat of the
moment


